In this work, probability equations are derived for the five node networks and the probabilities are computed for unnecessary handover, missing handover and wrong decisions. Wrong decision probability is the summation of unnecessary and missing handover probabilities. Also, the handover probability is computed for the bandwidths up to 20. The modeling is based on the five state Morkov chain model. Simulations are carried out for the different decision times from D=1 to D=5 ms. The simulation results for the five node network model is compared with the two node and three node network models.
INTRODUCTION
Vertical handover is very popular in the field of wireless communication due to the versatility it provides. Connectivity switching from a serving network to a candidate network [1] may be called as a vertical handover. Usually the parameters like received Signal Strength (RSS) [1] , link-layer parameters such as bandwidth, delay, signal-to-noise ratio [2] , as well as quality of service (QoS) [3] are used in the decision making of vertical handover. An overview of main decision metrics is described in [4] . The number of vertical handovers is another performance issue [5] and is a big limitation in this case. Mobile terminal's battery life and the quality of service level is affected due to "ping pong effect" which may described as the switch over of mobile terminal repeatedly between two access network. There are several techniques available to limit vertical handovers, and hence the ping-pong effect [6, 7] . Handover probability modeling is gaining popularity and vertical handover analytical methods based on handover probability are explained in [8] [9] . Wrong decision probability modeling for vertical handover decision is presented in [10] . In ref [10] authors adopted the wrong decision probability as a metric for vertical handover decision based on network parameters and one such metric used in this case was bandwidth. Wrong decision probability is also assumed as a performance metric for the proposed algorithms. The wrong decision probability is based on maximum capacity and available bandwidth from a candidate network. Wrong decision probabilities are evaluated for a sample capacity and available bandwidth and it is not the scope of the present work how wrong decision probability affects mobile terminal's performances in terms of Quality of Service.
In [11] , wrong decision probability, unnecessary handover probability and missing handover probability models are used to predict the probabilities for different decision times and large bandwidth channels. The probability equations are derived in [11] was based on a two node network model. The traffic load of each network was varied based on the maximum band width available in the network node located in busy areas of cities and the probabilities of the handover, missing handover and unnecessary handovers are computed. Simulated results are presented for large bandwidth cases as well as for different decision times and important conclusions are drawn.
In [12] wrong decision probability modeling has been used to predict the probabilities of missing handovers and unnecessary handovers for different decision times, different bandwidths and larger number of available networks for performing handover leading to an increase in the throughput. The focus is laid on minimization of wrong decision probability. There is significant improvement in the reduction of wrong decision making when two network models is replaced by a three network model and also the ping-pong effect caused due to unnecessary handoff has been reduced which indicates that with increase in choice of neighboring networks effect of wrong decision probability can be minimized but with an obvious tradeoff between cost and number of networks. Further, parameters like Signal Strength and Mobility is considered for analyzing the effect of wrong decision probability on handover decision algorithms.
In [13] the performance of a bandwidth, signal strength and bandwidth plus signal strength based handover algorithms for wrong decisions were studied. The simulated results show that considering both signal strength and network bandwidth is more advantageous to the network operator due to the reduction in the number of wrong decisions. Making handover decisions based on the predication method called wrong decision probability can provide better performance of the algorithm.
In this work, Wrong Decision Probability models are used to predict the probabilities for five node networks. Additionally, Handover Probability, Missing Handover Probabilities and Unnecessary Handover Probabilities are computed for a general algorithm based on the performance criteria "bandwidth". In this work, wrong decision probability models are used to predict the probabilities of missing handovers and unnecessary handovers for different decision times. The results of the five node network model are compared with the two and three node network models presented in [11] [12] [13] . Next section present the mathematical models used in the analytical formulations. Section III describes the general algorithms used and section IV, V and VI explains the simulated results based on MATLAB coding. Finally important conclusions are drawn in section VII. Fig. 1 
ANALYTICAL MODEL
The five node network model can be treated as a five state Morkov model and the probabilities that a mobile node stays
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GENERAL ALGORITHM
When mobile node decides to move from one network node to another node it is necessary that available band width in the new node is greater than a than by a threshold over the available bandwidth of current node. The value of the threshold value can be set to either zero or a positive integer. Or, the following algorithm may be followed. Practically the available bandwidth of any network keeps changing dynamically, and sometimes rapidly. However, in this case for ease of simulations, the bandwidths of the networks are assumed to be static. All the analytical expressions listed in the previous section are based on the general algorithm defined above. Handover probabilities for such an arrangement are given by
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Sterling's approximation can be used to compute the factorials of large numbers, which is given by 
UNNECESSARY HANDOVER
For a five node network, probability of unnecessary handover can be expressed as Similarly, Fig. 3 shows the unnecessary probabilities for the 2 node, 3 node and 5 node networks for the case with a decision time of 3 ms. Fig. 4 shows the improvement (reduction) in the unnecessary probability by changing the network model from 2 node networks to 3 node networks and from 3 node to 5 node networks. Though higher decision times result in higher probabilities of unnecessary handover probabilities, it also results in higher reduction in the unnecessary handovers. Similarly for the same decision time, there is a significant reduction of unnecessary handover as the occupied number of channels increase. It can also be concluded from Figs. 2, 3 and 4 that, with increase in decision time, the probability of unnecessary handover increase for all the three networks. It is obvious that with more delay in the decision making, more the probability that the available bandwidth in the present network changes. However, the plot above quantifies the probabilities. 
MISSING HANDOVER
For a three network model, probability of missing handover can be expressed as 
The probability for the missing handover is computed using MATLAB code and the results are presented in the following plots. Simulation results presented for the cases where the channel bandwidths are 21 and decision time are 2 and 4 ms. Again, two networks are modeled in this work, namely, 2 node network and 3 node network for computing the missing handover probabilities based on the work presented by ref [11] [12] [13] . For both of these network models, probabilities are computed for similar conditions like the maximum bandwidth available, decision time and threshold value. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the probabilities for the 2 node, 3 node and 5 node network models for a case with decision time of 2 ms. It is clear from the plots that there is a good amount of reduction in the missing handover based on the probabilities computed. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the missing probabilities for the 2 node, 3 node and 5 node networks for the case with a decision time of 4 ms. Yet again, it can be concluded from Figs. 5 and 6 that, with increase in decision time, the probability of missing handover increase for both the networks. It is obvious that with more delay in the decision making, more the probability that the available bandwidth in the present network changes. However, the plot above quantifies the probabilities. Fig . 7 shows the improvement (reduction) in the missing probability by changing the network model from 2 node network to 3 node network. Though higher decision times result in higher probabilities of missing handover probabilities, it also results in higher reduction in the missing handovers. Similarly for the same decision time, there is a significant reduction of missing handover as the occupied number of channels increase.
WRONG DECISION PROBABILITY
Wrong decision probability is the summation of the unnecessary handover probability and missing handover probability, which is given by
Figs. 8, 9 and 10 shows the probabilities for the Wrong decision probability vs. the occupied number of channels when, the maximum channel band widths available in both the networks are 21. Wrong decision probability is the summation of unnecessary handover probability and missing handover probability as explained earlier. Higher the decision time, more the probability of wrong decision making. 10 shows the improvement (reduction) in the wrong decision probability by changing the network model from 2 node network to 3 node network. Though higher decision times result in higher probabilities of wrong decision probabilities, it also results in higher reduction in the missing handovers and unnecessary handovers. Similarly for the same decision time, there is a significant reduction of wrong decisions as the occupied number of channels increase.
Computation of probabilities becomes difficult as the traffic density increases as it involves evaluation of the factorials. The factorials of large numbers are numerically very high values and its accurate computation is very difficult. The factorials of numbers which are beyond 150 cannot be computed using normal computers with 2GB RAM and 28 GHz processor. Hence, it poses a challenge to evaluate the expressions of the probabilities by different mathematical techniques, which is beyond the scope of present work.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, probability models are used to predict the probabilities of missing handovers, unnecessary handovers and wrong decision for different decision times and large bandwidth channels for two network models, namely, 2 node, 3 node and 5 node networks. The probability equations are derived for all these network models. The occupied number of channels for each network is varied based on the maximum band width available in the network node located in busy areas of cities and the probabilities of the wrong decision, missing handover and unnecessary handovers are computed. It has been concluded that higher the decision time, more the probability of wrong decision making due to the obvious reason that with more delay in the decision making, more the probability that the available bandwidth in both the present and other network changes which leads the wrong decision making. Similarly, there is significant improvement in the reduction of wrong decision making when two node network models is replaced by a three node network models and from three node network model to five node network model. Computational difficulties in evaluating the probabilities for the large bandwidth networks are explained along with limitations.
